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precept to practice. While constantly on his guard against
prevailing shallow optimism, nothing has happened to cast
any doubts in his mind that his precepts are good and must
ultimately prevail. Thus the overwhelming impressions after
his empty visits to the European capitals and leaders in the
spring of 1935 is found in his cri de cceuri * What then re-
mains? One solution only. A collective peace system.' When
the world had been given over by the spring of 1938 to more
raucous real politi)^ Eden confidently upheld Nyon as vin-
dicating the triumph of law over piracy, as * an instance of
firm and timely action by this country which contributed to
avert the danger of war.' He has never wavered in his esti-
mate of Britain's r61e in the international society, and for
Eden be it noted with all his knowledge of continental
language and culture, Geneva has always been as much the
spiritual home of the Societe des Nations as the official head-
quarters of the League of Nations. It is in terms of his
memorable definition during the Commons debate on Spain
in November, 1937: ' We offer co-operation to all, but we
will accept dictation from none.'
And so, when the greatest crisis of all came in the autumn
of 1938, Eden sought safety in the essential consistency of
his approach to the problem of peace as a whole. While the
world was eagerly awaiting Neville Chamberlain's arrival at
Godesberg, Eden was addressing his constituents at Strat-
ford-on-Avon quietly, remorselessly, taking yet again
the long-term view. The hope that if war was now some-
how averted the crisis would now somehow be over was
*	ill-founded'.
More than ever before it was the difference between ' peace
at any price ' and e peace at almost any price '. ' Almost' puts
a ceiling not only to the price we are prepared to pay, but
also to the price we will ultimately have to pay. As for the
meaning of * almost * in terms of the specific issues at stake
in the Sudetenland, Eden, on September I2th, put forward
*	the salient points in the European situation * as he saw them

